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cycle time of 36 @sec. C,F„Srp„and CaF,
were used to tune the spectrometer and check
the chemical-shift scaling factor. The linewidths
of polycrystalline Cap, taken at the same time
as the Mgr, data, 210-230 Hz, can be used to
estimate the instrumental resolution.
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Generality of the Singular Diameter of the Liquid-Vapor Coexistence Curvee
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It is argued that except in special cases the diameter of the liquid-vapor coexistence
curve should have a temperature derivative at least as singular as the constant-volume
specific heat. No assumptions are made about the equation of state near the critical
point other than the hypothesis of Griffiths and Wheeler that the only direction in the p-T
plane "singled out by the nature of the phase transition itself is a direction parallel to the
coexistence curve. "

Green, Cooper, and I evelt Sengers' have pro-
posed a generalization of the parametric equa-
tion of state of Schofield' which, when combined
with a suggestion of Griffiths and Wheeler, ' im-
plies in general that the derivative of the coexis-
tence-curve diameter, dp~(T)ldT = (d/dT) 2[p~(T)
+ pv(T)], is at least as singular as the constant-
volume specific heat. ' We wish to point out that
this conclusion is independent of the equation of
state proposed in Ref. 1, following from the Grif-
fiths-Wheeler hypothesis alone.

We start with an exact equation for the con-
stant-volume specific heat in the two-phase re-
gion:

~ v(p T) = T[s„+jp~ + ji(p, p) ], -
where s„ is the entropy-density diameter, s„
= —,'(s~+s„), p(T) gives the coexistence curve in
the p.-T plane, and a dot denotes temperature dif-
ferentiation. It can be shown by a straightfor-
ward extension of Fisher's proof' of the Rush-

brooke inequality that the specific-heat singulari-
ty in the two-phase region has the same strength
whether the critical point is approached along the
critical isochore or along the diameter. ' Thus,

&v(p. , T) =~v(p. (T), T) =T(s. + pp&),

where by a = b we mean that a/b approaches a
finite nonzero limit as T- T, .

Now Griffiths and Wheeler' have suggested that
in considering the pressure as a function of p, and
T near the critical point, the only significant di-
rection in the p.-T plane for systems lacking
special symmetries is that of the coexistence
curve. Suppose then that we adopt variables
x( p, , T) and y(p, , T) that are regular functions of
p. and T, such that lines of constant y intersect
the coexistence curve at nonzero angles, and the
coexistence curve itself is given by x =x, (so that
lines of constant x are "asymptotically parallel
to the coexistence curve"). If we differentiate
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'the 1dentity

(9~/ax), = p(6 p,/Bx) „+s(6T/6x),

(6'P/@c 9y), = ,'[(6'—I/away) „+,+(&'~/6x 6y)„-,] =' [p, (6)I/6x), + s„(9T/6x), ](6T/9y) „,
where by a='(I we mean that la-hI remains
bounded as T T~. )Permanent address (to which repri
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M. E. Fisher, J. Math. Phys. 5, 944 (1964). We
assu111e 'tllat (p~ pv)/(pI pv) alld (pI p~)/(p1 pv) ap
proach positive nonzero limits at T, (p~=pv=P).

8A similar argument taken together with (1) implies
that any possible divergence in Ir(T) cannot be stronger
t at (r, r) &"'+') . --

Like the use of the hypothesis in Ref. 1, this is a
somewhat stronger application than those made 'by

Griffiths and Wheeler, who apply it primarily to the
leading singularity in the second derivatives of P .

(9'P/6x&y). =' p, (6) /6x) &, y(), T) = T, -
and the choice y =—p, (permissible if the tangent to
the coexistence curve is not parallel to the T
axis at T,) gives

(6'P/@c 6y), ='s„(6T/9x) „)I ', y(), T) =- )I. (6)

Thus the Griffiths-Wheeler hypothesis requires
in general that p„and s„- have the same singular-
ity at T„provided that the tangent to the coex-
istence curve at T, is not paraDel to either axis
of the p.-T plane. In view of the exact identity
(2), this singularity must be at least as large as
that of the constant-volume specific heat.
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with respect to y at fixed x, and average the resulting equation at neighboring points on opposite sides
of the coexistence curve, we find that
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A toroidal plasma heated by an energetic neutral beam (thus consisting of an energetic
ion component and a lower-energy bulk plasma) can produce net thermonuclear power
under conditions far less restrictive than Lawson's criterion.

A thermonuclear plasma with a Maxwellian
ion distribution must meet I.awson's minimum
condition' on n;vs (the product of ion-density and
plRSII1R-encl"gy cotlfi118111811t time) 111 ordel' 'to

generate sufficient thermal power to recreate
the electrical power invested in producing the

plasma. We will consider the generalization of
Lawson's criteri. on for the case where the bulk-
plasma temperatures T~ and T] a1'e IQaintalned

by injection of a neutral beam that gives ri.se to
an energetic ion component of density n~«n; and
lnltlal energy Wo&+ 7~q Tg.


